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DIVERGING POSITIONS

The restriction on entry of women of menstrual age

at Sabarimala is, prima-facie, discriminatory.

 

Is a creation of a patriarchal mindset, has no basis in

religion, and even if based in religion, ought to be

outlawed in today’s rational age.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST THE RESTRICTION



The restriction is not discriminatory –  it can be

explained rationally.

 

It is part of an ancient tradition and ought not to

be disturbed (even if not fully understood).

 

Old Pauranic stories often hide an underlying

truth, which is not visible on the surface– this is

the case with the Sabarimala tradition.

ARGUMENTS IN SUPPORT OF THE

RESTRICTION



The Ayyappa temple at Sabarimala is one of the five Sastha temples

founded/consecrated by Parashurama (in great antiquity).

 

Sage Parashurama also selected a Brahmin and trained him in the customs and

rituals at the temple – passed down over generations to the current Thanthri.

 

Note: The temple is established in the tantric tradition, an energy-oriented

theology – explained in Annex I – there is more to it than an old legend.

 

Ayyappa at Sabarimala is said to be a manifestation of intense ascetic/celibate

energy and ought to be approached only by those pilgrims whose personal

energies are harmonious with the Deity’s energy.

 

A. EARLY PERIOD
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This condition helps preserve the Deity’s energy – and operates to the benefit of

a pilgrim whose personal energy is harmonious with the Deity’s (possible

adverse consequences for pilgrims whose energies are not harmonious).

 

The tradition of the 41-day Vratham (fasting etc.)  exists since time immemorial

and has traces in the basic tenets of establishment of the temple. The purpose is

to transform the energy of the individual and make it harmonious to that of the

Deity
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According to a medieval legend, Manikandan, a prince of the Pandalam dynasty

and considered an avatar of Ayyappa (rediscovered) the path to Sabarimala. He

undertook the 41-day Vratham, went on the pilgrimage, and merged into the

Deity at Sabarimala

B. 12 CENTURY CE
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 TRADITION OF THE PILGRIMAGE

Completion of the

Vratham is followed by

tying of a bundle

(Irumudikkettu), which

a pilgrim carries to

Sabarimala, ascends the

sacred 18 steps

(Pathinetta Padi) and

then enters the temple to

get darshan of the Deity

Hence, both men

(called Ayyapans)

and women (called

Malikapurnams)

embarking on this

pilgrimage are

required to perform

the 41-day Vratham

Manikandan

explained the

procedure for

undertaking this

pilgrimage to his

adoptive father,

insisting on the need

for the 41-day

Vratham

Pilgrims try to replicate

Manikandan’s journey

to Sabarimala – purpose

being to evolve their

spiritual consciousness

and attain self-

realisation
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There are two entrances to the temple - The main

entrance, by climbing the 18 sacred steps – available only

to pilgrims that have performed the Vratham and carry

the Irumudikkettu(The double-headed baggage in which

pilgrims to Sabari hills carry their things and offering to

the deity)

 

A northern entrance, that does not require climbing the

18 sacred steps -- available to those that do not carry the

Irumudikkettu



No daily poojas are performed at the temple -- open only

during the following days:  

     1. Mandalapooja, (around 15 November to 26 December)      

     2. Makaravilakku/Marak Sankranti (14 January)

     3. Vishu (around 14 April) 

      4. The first five days of each Malayalam month 

 

Note: the Devaswom Board’s view is that the restriction

on women of menstrual age was only during

Mandalapooja, Makaravilakku and Vishu
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Women of menstrual age never went to the temple

      – however those outside the menstrual age (both

     old and young) did the pilgrimage

 

 An exception, and that too rarely, appears to be

      mothers attending the first rice eating ceremony of

      their children (not on pilgrimage) – in the first five

      days of the month use the northern entrance to the

      temple.
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THE 41-DAY VRATHAM –

COMPLIANCE ISSUES

The 41-day Vratham could be disrupted either

by:

 

• Failure to comply with the specified

restrictions (voluntary)

 

• Circumstances beyond the control of the

individual (involuntary) -- a birth or a death at

a pilgrim’s home, menstruation etc.



Regardless of the reasons, a disruption results in disqualifying the pilgrim from the Irumudikkettu

custom and undertaking the pilgrimage.

 

     The issue with menstruation – scriptures prescribe that women ought not to undertake any 

     form of penance when they are menstruating (their energies being weak/not

conducive on such days). As a result, a woman of menstruating age cannot undertake a 41-day Vratham

(penance) without interruption.

   

Consequently, she is forbidden from undertaking the pilgrimage/entering the temple – not because she

is a woman of a certain age, but because she cannot undertake an uninterrupted 41-day Vratham.

As alluded to above, as in the case similarly a man that fails to undertake the 41-day Vratham, a woman

too is forbidden from entering the temple (in pilgrimage).

 

Since this could have an adverse effect on the non-compliant pilgrim, and could adversely impact the

energy of the Deity (and lead to its ultimate desecration).

 

The principle that a deity is capable of being desecrated on account of a failure to conduct specified

rituals is recognised by the Supreme Court in other instances.



INCORPORATING

THE

RESTRICTIONS

IN LAW

The temple was rebuilt in 1950 after instances of

arson and vandalism – and the earlier

(damaged/desecrated) stone image of the Deity was

replaced by a new idol.

 

Note: it is commonplace in various Indian traditions

for deities to be re-consecrated (often every 12

years) – the re-consecration is seen as in

furtherance of the original consecration and not as

a new consecration.

 

This aspect may have confused the Supreme Court

which viewed human intervention adversely.



In 1955 the Travancore Devaswom Board issued two notifications “in accordance with the
fundamental principles underlying the prathishta …” – prohibiting the following categories of
individuals from entering the temple:  

That Ayyapans (male pilgrims) who do not observe the Vratham

Women between the age of 10 and 55 (of menstruating age)

 

Hence, the notifications too base themselves in the fundamental principles underlying the

prathishta (pointing to rules established by Parashurama).

 

Defenders of the restriction also made the following points :

   The Thantri also had dreams regarding strict observance of the restriction

Devaprasanams also concluded that the Deity did not want women of menstrual age entering

the temple.

Note: These arguments were received poorly by the Supreme Court and were seen as

instances of patriarchal interventions to keep women suppressed, missing the point that

these were instances of reaffirmation of the ancient tradition.

1.

2.

1.

2.



There is a presumption that the restriction on women/different treatment

discriminatesagainst women -- the first fatal error.

Discriminate – difference in treatment (need not be unfair or unjust) – is not

unconstitutional.

Discriminate against -- distinguish unfairly from others or make an adverse distinction –

is unconstitutional

There has been a colossal failure in making the distinction between the ideas of

“discriminate” and “discriminate against” – the debate could have ended here.

As would be apparent from the above discussion, the restriction was not triggered by any

prejudice against women but for the need to harmonise the energy of the pilgrim with that

 of the Deity.

 

 

PROBLEM WITH THE DEBATE IN LAW

Issue with frame of reference in which the debate occurs

A. The underlying presumption



 

 

PROBLEM WITH THE DEBATE IN LAW

Issue with frame of reference in which the debate occurs

B. The consequence of such a presumption

Once presumed as discriminating against women, the constitutional test moves to checking if the

discrimination is constitutionally permissible.

• Most of the debate and Supreme Court’s attention has been captured by arguments around the

latter principle – another fatal error

 

This approach pushed the debate to the following --

• Is the restriction an essential feature of Hinduism (since that could be an exception to the right of

equality)?

• Would a failure to comply with the restriction distort/alter the nature of Hinduism ?

 

Such a debate ought to have raised the following aspects

-- (i) what is Hinduism (discussed below), (ii) does it have any essential features and (iii) and can it

be distorted/altered



 

 

PROBLEM WITH THE DEBATE IN LAW

Issue with frame of reference in which the debate occurs

B. The consequence of such a presumption

 

• As regards ‘Hinduism’ -- The debate proceeds on an unquestioned acceptance of the medieval

European viewpoint of the term – The third fatal error

 

• Since ancient times, people from Persia, Central Asia, China etc. used the term Hindu to describe

the people living in the Indian geography

 

• The Europeans continued the nomenclature ‘Hindu’ for the native Indians, but they appear to

have given a religious connotation to the term – segregating the native religions from

those of foreign origin

 

• This approach was followed through in law – a Hindu is generally defined as people living in

India, including a Sikh, Jaina, Buddhist, etc. but excluding a Muslim, Christian, Parsi or Jew.



 

 

This same idea was carried through in our Constitution

 

• Consequently, there is now a seemingly unquestioned presumption that descendants of the

old native religions, regardless of their theological diversity, were all Hindu -- a monolithic

religion

 

• Hence, the mistaken approach of reviewing the Sabarimala tradition in the context of the

monolithic Hinduism – i.e. if it was a separate religious denomination or is it a part of the

wider Hindu religion?

 

If this monolithic-isim was not attributed to the Sabarimala tradition, there would have

been realisation that –

 

• The need for the Vratham is an essential feature of that tradition, and a failure to comply

would indeed lead to distortion/alteration of the tradition, if not complete

desecration/destruction.



WHO IS A HINDU AND WHAT IS HINDUISM?

A. VARIED SCHOOLS AND THE PROBLEM WITH THE MONOLITHIC

VIEW

Law and modern society fail to recognise the immense detail and

differences within the different traditions clubbed together as the ‘Hindu’

religion

 

• The Vedic and non-Vedic schools, the ‘asthik’ and ‘nasthik’ traditions,        

and the ‘jyana’,     ‘kriya’ and ‘bhakti’ approaches

• The Shaivite, Vaishnav and Shakta traditions

• The Advaita, Dwaita and Visisht-Advaita

   approaches

• The Siddha, the Tantric and the Aghora traditions,

etc.

 

• Many of these schools/traditions arose from very varied theological

constructs.

 

• With the passage of time, facets of these diverse theologies/ traditions got

intertwined, and the Vedic school (and in modern times the Advaitin

school) got prominence and assimilated within itself aspects of other

traditions.



This could have led to foreign eyes mistaking the diverse religious

Indian traditions/theologies as arising from a single start point -- but

no

reason for the modern Indian to continue to buy into this

perspective.

 

Hence, an approach that seeks to treat all Indian

traditions/theologies as Vedic or Vedic originated or moulded by the

Advaitin school is

deeply flawed.

 

Clearly, the multiple native religious traditions/theologies are not a

monolithic/one religion and hence treating Hinduism as a monolithic

religion and seeking to find its essential features is deeply flawed.

 

Islam, Christianity and Judaism – are closer as religious

theologies/doctrines when compared to the varied schools, traditions

and theologies that exist in India.



• Regardless of the religious predilections of our judges and administrators, the Indian approach to

secularism has been one of a godless State.

 

• Hence, the constitutional and the State’s approach is to allow religious freedom, but make it subject to all

other fundamental rights, including the right to equality.

 

• Additionally, the idea of God is also seen as a human fabrication and not a function of fact – hence, the

Thantri’s dream and the Devaprasnam were seen in this context.

 

• Given the historical prejudice women have suffered globally, there is a presumption that the idea of

God/god was created by men who built into religion, notions of patriarchy and prejudices against women.

 

• This sense is reflected in the three judgments that held the restriction to be unconstitutional – Annex II has

a summary of the debate in the Supreme Court.

I. PERSPECTIVE OF THE INDIAN STATE

SKEWED PERSPECTIVES - THEIR RATIONALISATION



The traditionalists view the Deity as a living manifestation of divine energy – brought into Sabarimala in ancient times

through the consecration process.

 

• The rules governing the operation of this divine energy exist in nature – religious tradition merely

recognises the same and utilises them for benefittin mankind.

 

• Need for the Vratham is one such rule in nature, is a matter of fact and recognised in the Sabarimala

temples tradition through a Pauranic tale.

.

• This requirement is not a construct in patriarchy and ought not to be viewed as being discriminatory

and anti-women.

 

• Rules of nature were traditionally built into Pauranic lore since that made it easy for the common

man to remember the rules – but the lore hid within itself a truth of nature.

 

• This understanding is reflected in the large number of people in India and specifically in Kerala, including

women, that are protesting against the ruling.

II. PERSPECTIVE OF THE TRADITIONALISTS

SKEWED PERSPECTIVES - THEIR RATIONALISATION



SKEWED PERSPECTIVES - THEIR RATIONALISATION

III. RATIONALISING THESE DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES
 

A non-religious State/establishment, once it denies principles of the above discussed energy tradition, could

be expected to see patriarchy as the reason behind the restriction.

 

• Arguments made by certain parties in court and in public debates would have reinforced this impression.

 

• However, it is essential for the system to appreciate the existence of a genuine alternate perspective – that

does not see the restriction as discriminatory, but merely a rule to keep out all non-compliant pilgrims – men

and women equally.

 

• There ought to be recognition of the fact that Hinduism is not a monolithic religion which has essential

features – but the Sabarimala tradition does have an essential feature.

 

• A failure to rationalise ancient beliefs will trigger strong pushback from devotees.

 

• Hence, while outlawing the restriction at Sabarimala will not change, alter or distort ‘Hinduism’, in the

eyes of the devotees it will certainly desecrate the temple at Sabarimala and possibly destroy the very essence

of the shrine.



CERTAIN OCCULTIST ASPECTS OF HINDUISM

A. Temple construction/consecration of deities
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Detailed processes are specified in different Agama traditions for building of temples and

consecration of deities.

 

The essence of these processes is to focus specific energies in nature into the temple/deity

-- so that humanity could approach and harness these energies for identified outcomes.

 

While many temples/deities are general purpose (cater to the general wellbeing of

mankind), various other temples/deities are special purpose.

 

Often in the latter cases devotees are required to follow specific customs and perform

identified rituals to harness the designated energy.

 

In each case, where a temple/deity is consecrated in accordance with the Agamas, details

rituals and practices are prescribed to preserve these energies over extended periods.



CERTAIN OCCULTIST ASPECTS OF HINDUISM

B. Sabarimala – A Tantric Shrine
A
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Since the Sabarimala temple is a shrine/Deity established in the Tantric tradition, appreciating a few

relevant nuances of the Tantric school would be useful.

 

Divine energy manifests in different physical and metaphysical dimensions to create the Universe – this

includes humans and deities such as Ayyappa.

 

Mankind has developed a mechanism to understand, identify, harness and utilise the various energies

present in nature. These energies are harnessed by recitation of mantras, the use of yantras and practice of

detailed occultist rituals – used to achieve identified results.

 

This is not a faith tradition – it survives since it generally is able to deliver promised results – ‘proof of the

pudding is in its eating’ approach.

 

Specifically, the Ayyappa deity was consecrated for the purpose of attaining spiritual upliftment – for a

certain category of humans (with the correct kind/level of energy)

The rituals and customs specified at the time of the Deity’s consecration are meant for the following

purposes:

    Preserving energy of the shrine/Deity 

    Enhancing spiritual advancement of humans (that follow the Vratham and as a result have energies                   

consistent with that of the Deity).

   Avoiding adverse consequences for humans (whose energies are inconsistent with that of the Deity)

1.

2.

3.



SOME INTERESTING ARGUMENTS AND THE COURT'S APPROACH

I. Interesting arguments
A
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Ayyappa is a hyper masculine god, born from the union of two male gods – the raison d’etre for the

existence of temple is based on deep penance, celibacy and abstinence by all visitors, male and female

(Devaswom Board).

 

The restriction traces to the basic tenets of establishment of the temple – not social discrimination but a

part of an essential spiritual discipline related to this specific pilgrimage (Thantri).

 

 The particular characteristics of the field of power, its maintenance and impact which the

‘Devaprasanams’ deal with – confirms that the restriction on woman not participating in the temple

ought to be maintained (Thantri).

 

 Upon consecration, the divine descends into the image/idol, has to be worshiped and treated in

accordance with the Agamas, and the Deity could get defiled if there is a departure from the rules of

worship (Thantri).

 

 The restriction exists in order to preserve the character of the Deity – to protect the manifestation and

the form of the Deity.

 

 A failure to comply with the restrictions would result in changing the very character/nature of the

Deity.



SOME INTERESTING ARGUMENTS AND THE COURT'S APPROACH

II. Court's Approach
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Relationship with the Creator crosses all socially created artificial barriers and cannot be

circumscribed by notions of biological factors arising out of socio-cultural attitudes.

 

 Patriarchy in religion cannot trump pure devotion borne out of faith and the freedom to

practice one’s religion – negates the basic tenant of faith and gender equality.

 

 All religions are paths to reach the same Universal One.

 

 Not a separate religious denomination – essential practice of the Hindu religion – to be

determined with reference to the doctrine of that religion or practices that are part of

religion.

 

  It is essential part of the Hindu religion to allow Hindu woman to enter into a temple as

devotees and followers of Hindu religion.

 

 No continuity of practice – hence not essential practice.
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Non observance of the exclusionary practice will not change or alter the nature of Hindu

religion.

 

 Practices, though religious, may have sprung from superstitious beliefs and hence may be

extraneous and unessential accreditations to religion.

 

 All old religions forbid participation of women in religious activity on the basis that the

phenomenon of menstruation is impure.

 

 The locus argument was rejected on the basis that technical pleas cannot stand in the way

of a constitutional court applying constitutional principles.

 

Request for leading further evidence was rejected – on the basis that sufficient evidence

existed on record.



SOME INTERESTING ARGUMENTS AND THE COURT'S APPROACH

III. Details that influenced the Court
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Deviation in practices – Vratham shortened to 2 weeks and even 6 days.

 

Dilution of temple traditions over time lends itself to questions about how

essential is the Vratham tradition.

 

Another issue is around Deveprashnam/Thantri’s visions – perceived as

human intervention.

 

Suggestion that the Deity’s celibacy would be influenced by the presence of

woman.

 

Suggestion, that the restriction was to help male pilgrims preserve their

celibacy or would prevent dilution of male celibacy.
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